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Motivation and problem statement
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Motivation and problem statement (continued)
Highly redundant models in SOTA -> repurpose parameters for more knowledge

Given a pretrained model, such as, BERT-base-uncased, and a retraining with 
multiple tasks derived from commonsense knowledge bases, the retrained 
model will outperform a model of the same architecture without retraining when 
put through a commonsense downstream task.

Additionally, this retraining procedure will not affect significantly the capability of 
the model at general language tasks.
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Hypothesis



Background and notation (BERT)
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Background and notation (Knowledge Bases)
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(DATA) Knowledge Bases
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○ Atomic: Inference (if-then) like relations
○ Conceptnet: General knowledge base



Methods and design choices (Overview)
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Recipe for a proposed methodology to enhance a language model with knowledge
• a SOTA model, in this case BERT base.
• a domain specific downstream task, in this case HellaSwag.
• a domain specific knowledge base, in this case ATOMIC and CONCEPTNET.
• a multitask retraining routine.



Methods and design choices (Multitask model)
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Methods and design choices (tasks)
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Implementation
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CLUSTER



Results (HellaSwag)
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Basline: Bert-base-uncased without retraining



Results (GLUE)
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Results (GLUE)
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Error Analysis
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Error Analysis
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Conclusions
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Hypothesis

Given a pretrained model, such as, BERT-base-uncased, and a retraining with multiple 
tasks derived from commonsense knowledge bases, the retrained model will 
outperform a model of the same architecture without retraining when put through a 
commonsense downstream task.

Additionally, this retraining procedure will not affect significantly the capability of the 
model at general language tasks.

Fairly close though

● Dropout
● HPO



Further work
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● Improve on Masked Language Modelling task
● Selective parameter knowledge infusion
● Domain specific knowledge bases
● Hyper parameter optimization
● Additional models besides BERT
● Mozaic AI
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